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中国自然资源部
主要职责：对自然资源开发利用和保护进行监管，建立空间规
划体系并监督实施，行使生态保护和修复，履行全民所有各类
自然资源资产所有者职责，统一调查和确权登记，建立自然资
源有偿使用制度，负责测绘和地质勘查行业管理等。
Main Responsibilities: the Ministry of Natural Resources of the People’s
Republic of China (MNR), regulate the development, utilization and protection of
natural resources; establish a spatial planning system and supervise its
implementation; enforce ecological protection and rehabilitation; act as public
owner of all kinds of natural resources; unify various surveys and rightconfirmation registrations; establish a paid system to utilize natural resources;
and administer the surveying, mapping and geological exploration sectors.
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1. Adhering to the vision of green development, China is ready to
deepen cooperation globally and contribute to a harmonious planet
 China is rich in mineral resources, the biggest trading power, and has contributed
greatly to the global mining industry.
World rankings of the China's major mineral reserves
First: 11

ilmenite, vanadium, tungsten, tin,
molybdenum, antimony, bismuth, rare
earth, indium, selenium, strontium

Third: 2

lead, zinc, magnesium, lithium,
phosphorus, fluorite, diatomite
coal, graphite

Fourth: 3

iron, potash, barite

Second: 7

China's top 33 mining products account

World rankings of the China's major mineral consumption
Proportion of global primary energy consumption

1. Adhering to the vision of green development, China is ready to
deepen cooperation globally and contribute to a harmonious planet
 MNR stands ready to continuously deepen global cooperation, promote interconnection of resource management systems, build an open mining economic system,
promote the "green recovery" of global mining, and contribute to a beautiful and
harmonious world.
 2012: 18th National Congress, the ecological civilization construction was integrated into
the ‘Five-sphere integrated plan’；
 2015: 5th Plenum of the 18th CPC Central Committee put forward five new development
concepts;
 2017: 19th National Congress it was put forward that construction of ecological
civilization is a thousand-year plan for Chinese nation's development
 2018: Ecological Civilization was included firstly in the Constitution Amendments.

 New Development Concepts
 Innovation,
Coordination,
Green, Opening, Sharing
 Carry out the new development
concept,
deepen reform and
opening up in the mining sector,
and form a new model of
consultation, contribution and
shared benefits for global mining
cooperation.

Actively through international exchange platforms,
China Mining Conference, China-ASEAN MCF,
Lancang-Mekong Countries GCF and B&R ICMIF. to
further consolidate and develop practical cooperation
with relevant countries in the field of mining.
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2. Long-term cooperation with UNECE and obtained great achievements
（1）Assigned experts to actively participate in EGRM and contribute to the
development and application of UNFC/UNRMS


Since 1995, China has taken an active part in the development of the
UNFC 1997;



Assigned experts regularly to the EGRM meetings and has invited
UNECE officials to visit China on many occasions.

1995

2015
1996-2014

EGRM Sessions

2018

2019

2017

China Mining
Conference

2020

Geneva Bilateral Meeting
CSE 27

2. Long-term cooperation with UNECE and obtained great achievements
（2）Conduct joint study on mapping resource standards, and issued the bridging documents
between Chinese systems and UNFC in 2018.

油气
固矿

Chinese and English）

French

Russian
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2. Long-term cooperation with UNECE and obtained achievements
（3）Joint study on case studies for the application of Chinese BDs (published in 2020)
 Typical gold, coal and iron mines were identified (at production stage)

For example: a coal mine at production stage
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2. Long-term cooperation with UNECE and obtained achievements
（3）Joint study on case studies for the application of Chinese BDs (published in 2020)
 Typical oil and gas fields were identified for full life-cycle case study

For example: a typical Gas Field for case study
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2. Long-term cooperation with UNECE and obtained achievements
（4）Co-organized meetings to achieve consensus and promote the concept, technology
and experience for sustainable resource development.

UNECE-MNR Bilateral Meeting

UNFC Session

UNECE-MNR Workshop

Technical exchange on Chinese BDs
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II. Recent Progresses
1. Made continuous efforts on case studies for the application of
Chinese bridging documents
 Conducted training and dissemination for further application of Chinese BDs
in the practice;
 Set up a specific research projects to support the integrated case studies of the
bridging documents, laying a solid foundation for further cooperation
between UNECE and MNR;
 Made efforts together to promote the application of both UNFC and its
bridging documents, particularly in B&R related projects, enabling the
interconnection of resource standards.
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II. Recent Progresses
 Petroleum：typical oil fields and normalized cases

Pattern 4, 2005

Pattern 13, 2008

Pattern 10, 2010

Pattern 15, 2012

Pattern 4, 2009

Mapping Results
Estimates ( 109m3 )

Discovered

EOR Project

GB/T 19492

Measured
PIIP

Production
Proved
Proved Proved EUR
Developed EUR Proved Developed
TUR
Reserves
Proved SER
Proved UQ

UNFC Codes

672.0
273.2

E1.1F1.1G1

355.0
669.8

E2F1.1G1
E3.3F4G1

II. Recent Progresses
2。Updated the Chinese BDs and developed the drafts for reviewing

II. Recent Progresses
3. Provided continuous professional supports for UNFC documents.

The Chinese version of UNFC
update 2019

UNECE Letter to MNR for acknowledgement

II. Recent Progresses
4. Developed UNFC-UNRMS Toolkit to support the application of
Chinese BDs and integrated studies
 Serving for dynamic management of resources within whole life cycle and working platform

Later Production

Early Development

Upgrading

Exploration and Appraisal

II. Recent Progresses
4. Developed UNFC-UNRMS Toolkit to support the application of
Chinese BDs and integrated studies

Environmental-socioeconomic Viability

Environmental-socioeconomic Viability

 Supporting mapping analysis among multi-standards and graphical display of results

a. GB/T 19492 to UNFC

b. PRMS to UNFC

II. Recent Progresses
5. Successfully held joint UNFC Session with UNECE,CCOP and IUGS in Beijing last year
and contributing together to global recovery from the epidemic.

Explore a new normal for EGRM events: UNFC Sessions, sharing new concepts & technologies of sustainable resource management
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III. Next Step
1. Collaborate with TAG to facilitate the update of China's
Bridging Documents;
2. Promote the cooperation projects with UNECE and the ICESRM

in

China

supporting

global

application

of

UNFC/UNRMS;
3. Conduct extensively collaboration and cooperation with other
countries and continuously contribute to the global sustainable
resources development.
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